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Equipoise and Randomization

Steven Joffe Robert D. Truog

Most observers believe that randomized controlled trials (RCTs)

offer the highest standard of evidence about the safety and efficacy

of proposed new treatments.1 When a new therapy’s benefits are

dramatic, nonrandomized studies may suffice to show its advan-

tages. However, therapeutic advances more often involve small to

moderate incremental benefits. Such benefits may be of substantial

public health importance, particularly for common conditions.2

Without the ability to conduct RCTs, efforts to evaluate such

benefits are fraught with potential for error.

However, RCTs raise ethical challenges. In particular, ran-

domizing patients to receive the experimental therapy, or a

conventional therapy, or perhaps placebo, creates a dilemma.

Clinicians are ethically required to offer patients the best available

therapy. But researchers may propose to offer some participants in

the trial an intervention that does not meet this ‘‘best available’’

standard.

Randomization is controversial in part because it draws at-

tention to the uneasy coexistence of experimentation and therapy

that exists in most clinical research. Notions of equipoise, which

invoke some form of indifference between the interventions of-

fered in a trial, have played a central role in efforts to reconcile the

tensions between the roles of clinician and experimenter inherent

in RCTs, and have found a place in the U.S. Department of Health

and Human Services guidance regarding research design.3

However, equipoise is not universally accepted as the solution

to the problems raised by RCTs. Definitions of equipoise vary,

many authors doubt that it succeeds in reconciling the obligations

of science and care, and more radically, some recent critics deny

any need for such reconciliation. The epistemological assumptions

underlying the notion of equipoise are also debated.4 Finally, even

if the argument for equipoise is correct, it ignores many of the

ethical questions that RCTs pose.

In what follows, we outline the rationale for and methodo-

logical basis of RCTs, review the history of equipoise, discuss the

different conceptions and critiques of equipoise, attempt to situate

the challenges associated with RCTs within a systematic frame-

work for ethical research, and suggest scientific and policy impli-

cations of these challenges. We also review the relevant empirical

data in order to tie normative discussions of equipoise and other

ethical concerns to the real-world practice of RCTs.

Before beginning, another word about terminology is in order.

Because there are numerous competing notions of equipoise, and

the word itself is so unfamiliar in ordinary discourse, in this

chapter we will favor a neutral term—indifference—unless we are

discussing specific conceptions of equipoise advocated by par-

ticular authors.

Randomized Trials: Core Conception
and Methodological Rationale

All clinical research that aims to inform choices about prophy-

lactic, diagnostic, or therapeutic interventions involves comparing

the relative merits of two or more possibilities. Consider a hypo-

thetical single-arm study that appears to show improved outcomes

among individuals exposed to a new intervention, compared with

outcomes among a historical control group of patients exposed to

a standard intervention. There are at least five potential explana-

tions for this apparent benefit. It may result from between-group

differences in demographic or other characteristics independently
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associated with the outcome under study—that is, from con-

founding due to selection bias. For example, individuals receiving

the new intervention may be younger or healthier than the his-

torical controls. Or, the benefit may result from differences in

investigators’ interactions with or observations of subjects—that

is, from better supportive care, more intensive diagnostic testing,

or reduced loss to follow-up. The improvement could be a placebo

effect related to expectations about the new therapy. It might

simply be due to chance. Finally, it may represent a true difference

in treatment efficacy. These alternative explanations for the ob-

served data must be considered whether or not results favor one of

the treatments.

RCTs employ three or more devices to minimize the likeli-

hood of false-positive and false-negative errors (see Table 24.1).

First, they use concurrent controls, thereby permitting direct

comparison between groups5 and eliminating confounding by

temporal trends. Second, they divide participants into groups

using some method of random allocation, thereby increasing the

likelihood that the groups will be comparable at baseline.6 This is

important because, though methods to adjust for known covari-

ates are available, these methods are both imperfect and unable to

control for unmeasured or unrecognized confounding variables.

Third, RCTs employ statistical tests and sample size calculations

to quantify and control the chances of false-positive and false-

negative results. In addition, many trials conceal treatment allo-

cation from subjects and=or investigators (a technique known as

single- or double-blinding) to reduce the chance that investigators

or subjects will tilt the trial by unconsciously favoring one group

over the other. Finally, some trials use placebos to facilitate blind-

ing. Such rigorous methodology helps maximize the scientific val-

idity that is among the primary requirements for ethical research.7

Of these five error-minimizing devices, use of concurrent

controls and statistical tests present no special ethical problems,

though the choice of statistical approaches may have ethical im-

plications,8 as discussed below. Randomization, however, has been

debated for at least 40 years. Blinding, though less scrutinized,

also raises ethical challenges. Special concerns related to placebos

arise when control participants are asked to forgo therapy that is

otherwise available5,9–12 (see Chapter 25).

There are two general statistical approaches to designing and

analyzing RCTs. The most prevalent method, called frequentist,

begins with a null hypothesis: that there is no difference in out-

come between Treatment A and Treatment B. Before the trial be-

gins, investigators define a probability threshold, called an alpha

error, beyond which they will reject the null hypothesis as sta-

tistically improbable. The experiment proceeds, and the data are

used to calculate the conditional probability, assuming the null

hypothesis is true, of ‘‘observing a result equal to or more extreme

than what was actually observed.’’13 If this conditional probability

(or P value) is smaller than the predefined alpha error, the null

hypothesis is rejected and the alternative hypothesis—that there is

a difference in outcome between Treatment A and Treatment B—

is accepted by default. It is critical to note the common miscon-

ception that the P value describes the probability that the observed

difference reflects a false positive. The P value represents the

probability of the observed data given no true difference, not—as

often assumed—the probability of no true difference given the

observed data.14

An alternative analytic approach, called Bayesian, eschews null

hypotheses and hypothesis tests. Instead, it starts with an assump-

tion (which may be either subjective or evidence-based) about the

true difference in outcome between Treatment A and Treatment B.

This assumption takes the form of a prior probability distribution.

The experiment is conducted, and the data are used to calculate a

measure of the weight of the evidence (known as the Bayes factor

or likelihood ratio). This measure is then combined mathemati-

cally with the prior distribution to generate a posterior probability

distribution. The posterior distribution represents an updated es-

timate, taking into account information learned from the experi-

ment, of the true difference between A and B.15–17

Historical Perspective

Most discussions of the ethics of RCTs have revolved around the

possibility of conflict between research and treatment. The felt

need to defend RCTs as consistent with physicians’ therapeutic

obligations was evident by 1949, when Walker and Barnwell cited

the lack of ‘‘genuine ignorance or doubt that the drug in question

has any therapeutic value’’ to justify their decision against ran-

domizing in an early U.S. Veterans Administration study of strep-

tomycin for pulmonary tuberculosis.18 Fisher, who developed

the statistical theory underlying randomization, wrote in 1958

that RCTs are acceptable ‘‘so long as no body of medical opinion

can say with confidence that one [new drug] is better than the

other.’’ (Interestingly, in the same article he criticized the

mounting but nonrandomized evidence of an association between

cigarette smoking and lung cancer as insufficient to prove causa-

tion.)19 Hill, who helped design the earliest published RCT, the

British streptomycin trial, wrote in 1963: ‘‘Only if, in his state

of ignorance, [the doctor] believes the treatment given to be a

matter of indifference can he accept a random distribution of

the patients to the different groups.’’20 Importantly, Hill did not

Table 24.1

Error-Minimizing Features of Randomized Trials

Feature Purpose

Concurrent

controls

� Eliminate between-group differences due

to temporal trends
� Enable direct comparisons

Randomization � Reduce likelihood that groups will differ

at study entry

Statistical tests,

sample size

calculations

� Control chances of false-positive

and false-negative results

Blinding* � Reduce likelihood that investigators will interact

with or observe study participants in ways that

differ systematically between groups
� Reduce chance that participants will behave

or report symptoms in ways that differ

systematically between groups
� Distinguish physiologic from placebo effects

Placebo

administration**

� Facilitate blinding when interventions differ in

observable ways between groups

*Not all randomized trials involve blinding or placebo controls.

**In a subset of trials involving placebos, participants in the control

arm may be asked to forgo treatment that is available in the context of

standard care.
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invoke indifference in defending the decision to randomize tu-

berculosis patients to streptomycin versus observation. Rather,

because insufficient streptomycin was available to treat all eligi-

ble patients, he viewed a random lottery as a fair way to ration

the drug while facilitating collection of valuable data21 (see

Chapter 4).

Charles Fried’s 1974 treatise systematized the theoretical

case for the indifference requirement, pointed to the clinician-

investigator at the bedside as the primary locus of the moral di-

lemma, and suggested ways to resolve or lessen the quandary,

including emphasis on informed consent and greater openness to

nonrandomized designs.22 Fried’s essay opened the modern his-

tory of the notion of equipoise.

The Ethics of Randomization

Ethical concerns about randomization, the most striking feature of

RCTs, focus on two related but separable aspects of trial conduct.

First, some critics object that participants must forgo their right to

‘‘personal care.’’22,23 Put differently, physicians have a duty,

grounded in the fiduciary nature of the patient-doctor relation-

ship, to make individualized treatment recommendations in the

context of patients’ particular values and circumstances. When

physicians also act as investigators, randomization seems to force

them to violate this duty. Second, commentators raise the more

consequentialist concern that randomization may require assign-

ment of some participants to therapy that is likely to be inferior,

even though the preliminary evidence supporting that judgment

falls short of conventional standards of methodological rigor.

Emerging data during the course of a trial that appear to favor ei-

ther treatment exacerbate these problems. Reviews of ethical as-

pects of RCTs are available.24,25

The most common defense of RCTs is to claim a state of

indifference between the two treatments—that is, that they are ‘‘an

equal bet in prospect.’’25 Many versions of this requirement have

been proposed. Mostly they vary along two dimensions—whether

indifference is for physician-investigators or patient-subjects to

determine, and whether it should operate at the individual or

community level. (Table 24.2 attempts to clarify the nomencla-

ture.) Although these views of indifference vary, they share the

intuition that it is ethical to conduct a trial or enroll a patient when

there are no strong reasons to favor one treatment over the other.

Thus, under indifference, clinician-investigators can fulfill their

commitments to personal care while avoiding charges of giving

patients predictably inferior therapy.

Fried’s view, which others have termed individual or theoretical

equipoise, established the benchmark for subsequent authors.22

(Table 24.3 catalogs the key positions in the debate.) Concerned

mainly about randomization’s challenge to personal care, Fried held

that it is ethically problematic for a physician who favors either

treatment to offer enrollment in a trial if his or her preferred

treatment is available outside the trial. Furthermore, personal care

requires that physicians consider patients as individuals with un-

ique values and circumstances, not as generic exemplars of a given

condition. Fried contended that when physicians take such indi-

vidual factors into account, instances of genuine indifference be-

tween treatments for particular patients will be rare. For Fried,

physicians’ fiduciary obligations require that they share their beliefs

with their patients and recommend their preferred treatment when

it is available. Variations of this position continue to appear.23,25–33

The difficulties of conducting RCTs within the constraints of

the requirement that individual physicians be indifferent are ob-

vious. Physicians will usually have at least weak treatment pref-

erences, which would impose moral obligations at a minimum to

share their preferences with patients and perhaps even to rec-

ommend against or decline involvement with the trial. Also, the

physicians who conduct a trial are often the same individuals who

have led the clinical development of the intervention; they are

naturally motivated because they believe the intervention may be

superior to standard therapy. Demanding that those who devel-

oped the experimental treatment be indifferent about its merits in

comparison with standard therapy might seem an unreasonable

constraint. Furthermore, even if physicians are indifferent at the

start of the trial, they will often develop preferences as it pro-

gresses. And they cannot ethically agree to the withholding of

interim results to avoid this problem, because doing so violates

their obligations of advocacy and fidelity. Though Fried did

not wish to create an insurmountable barrier to RCTs, it is difficult

to imagine beginning a trial or bringing it to completion in

the moral universe he describes. As Hellman and Hellman have

argued, ‘‘even if randomized clinical trials were much better

than any alternative . . . the ethical dilemmas they present may

put their use at variance with the primary obligations of the

physician. . . . We must develop and use alternative methods for

acquiring clinical knowledge.’’23

Before discussing responses to Fried, an aside about the prob-

lem of personal care is in order. Because randomization spotlights

the fact of experimentation, it sometimes seems like a methodo-

logical streetlamp under which we search for our lost ethical keys.

In fact, virtually all intervention studies—not just RCTs—chal-

lenge obligations of personal care.34 Consider a single-arm trial

that has enrolled 18 subjects, none of whom responded to the

experimental agent.35 The protocol specifies closing the trial and

declaring the drug ineffective if none of the first 19 subjects re-

sponds. Is it ethical to enroll the next eligible patient if alternatives

are available? Or consider the more pedestrian example of a

chemotherapy research protocol that specifies a white blood cell

(WBC) count of 1500=uL before beginning each cycle. Adherence

to the protocol would require that the subject who arrives in clinic

with a WBC of 1450=uL be sent home, even if proceeding with

therapy would be clinically reasonable. Thus, if the argument from

personal care holds, RCTs are hardly unique in presenting ethical

challenges to the conduct of clinical research.

An alternative view holds that standards within the clinical

community, rather than individual physicians’ inclinations,

Table 24.2

Four Conceptions of Equipoise

Clinician-Investigator Patient-Subject

Individual* Individual equipoise** Patient equipoise

Community Clinical equipoise{ Community equipoise

*The uncertainty principle invokes individual preferences among both

clinician-investigators and patient-subjects.

**Sometimes called theoretical equipoise or Fried’s equipoise.

{To complicate matters, Gifford has used community equipoise to refer

to Freedman’s notion of clinical equipoise.30
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should determine whether RCT participation is acceptable.

Freedman’s 1987 description of clinical equipoise, which took this

approach, was perhaps the most influential response to Fried’s

challenge.36 Freedman argued that physicians’ knowledge—and

therefore the scope of their therapeutic obligations—is collective

and professional rather than individual in nature. If so, he argued,

clinicians who offer participation in RCTs are behaving ethically

so long as there exists ‘‘an honest, professional disagreement

among expert clinicians about the preferred treatment.’’36 In

Freedman’s view, absent professional consensus, a clinician’s

hunches or preferences pose no moral barrier to trial recruitment.

In a recent extension of Freedman’s work, Weijer noted that

clinical research often includes some procedures ‘‘administered

with therapeutic intent and others that answer the research ques-

tion’’ (presumably, the experimental treatment under study in an

RCT is among the procedures ‘‘administered with therapeutic

intent’’).37,38 He argued that the equipoise requirement applies

specifically to these ‘‘therapeutic’’ procedures. Based on the work

of the U.S. National Commission for the Protection of Human

Subjects of Biomedical and Behavioral Research, he advocated a

‘‘components approach’’ in which each element of a trial would be

judged according to standards appropriate to its intent. Thus, a

biopsy undertaken exclusively to address a scientific hypothesis

would be acceptable if risks were minimized and were reasonable

in relation to the knowledge gained (i.e., a research-specific eval-

uation standard). In contrast, administration of a promising new

agent with therapeutic expectations in the context of a randomized

trial would be acceptable if it met Freedman’s test of clinical

equipoise.

Levine has argued that a trial is ethical if ‘‘there is no scien-

tifically validated reason to predict that Therapy A will be superior

to Therapy B. Further, there must be no Therapy C known to be

superior to either A or B.’’1 This position bears a fundamental

kinship with Freedman’s statement of clinical equipoise, because

what constitutes a ‘‘scientifically validated reason’’ depends on

community standards.

Table 24.3

Equipoise and Other Responses to the Problem of Treatment Preferences in Randomized Trials

Position Core Argument

Representative

Citations

Arguments From Equipoise

Individual

equipoise

Physicians must view the treatments offered in an RCT as ‘‘equal

bets in prospect’’ in order to enroll patients. Some advocates of

this position argue that this condition is unlikely ever to be met

and would therefore discard RCTs on ethical grounds.

Fried22; Hellman & Hellman23;

Markman31; Royall28; Hellman26;

Gifford30; Edwards et al.25

Equipoise among

expert clinicians

An RCT is ethical if there is uncertainty or disagreement within the

expert clinical community about the relative merits of the two

therapies.

Freedman36 ; Miller & Weijer40;

Weijer et al.188; Weijer37

Standards of evidence An RCT is ethical if there is no scientifically validated reason to

favor either treatment in the trial.

Levine1

Patient equipoise and

informed consent

Patients, rather than clinicians, must be indifferent among the

various treatment options when enrolling in a trial. Closely

related to the view that the patient-subject’s informed consent,

not the objective state of knowledge or physicians’ beliefs,

is the primary ethical precondition for RCT participation.

Angell41; Marquis42; Lilford43;

Ashcroft44; Veatch45; Menikoff46;

Gifford39

Community equipoise The locus of uncertainty or disagreement includes not just expert

clinicians, but also patients and their representatives.

Karlawish & Lantos47

Uncertainty The ethical precondition for enrolling a patient in a trial is a state of

uncertainty—not necessarily of equal prior probabilities—on the

part of clinician and patient about which of two or more

treatments is preferred. Combines features of individual and

patient equipoise.

Peto et al.2; Peto & Baigent49;

Sackett48; Enkin51

Alternatives to Equipoise

Altruism Patients’ desires to assist in learning something of value

justifies their participation in RCTs.

Meier53; Royall54

Social contract By virtue of the benefits they receive from prior research, persons

have correlative obligations to participate in trials, even at some

limited cost to themselves.

Wikler57; Gifford56

Consequentialism Experimentation in RCTs cannot be reconciled with patients’

rights to optimum personal care. Only an ethic that looks to the

greatest good for the greatest number can justify such trials.

Marquis62

Debate rests on

false premises

Notions of equipoise are based on a misconception about the

relationship between research and therapy in RCTs. It ought to

be discarded in favor of a conception that is specific to research.

Miller & Brody66
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Although individual and clinical equipoise differ in a number

of ways,39 the contrast in moral locus of decision making is among

the most salient. Recently, Miller and Weijer have suggested that

the choice between equipoise at the individual or clinical com-

munity level represents a false dilemma; both may be ethically

necessary.40 They argue that clinical equipoise is a social condition

that legitimates the initiation or continuation of a trial, whereas

individual equipoise justifies the clinician-investigator’s decision

to offer or recommend trial enrollment to a patient. In practice,

sorting through these conditions is often difficult. In Box 24.1, we

describe a case in which, to the clinicians involved, neither level of

equipoise seemed sufficient by itself to justify a trial.

A third important conception of the indifference requirement,

hinted at by Fried and developed more fully by others, empha-

sizes the views of the patient-subject rather than the clinician-

investigator.41– 46 The acceptability of trial participation depends

crucially on how the subject values the various probabilities and

outcomes associated with trial enrollment, because it is the subject

who will experience the consequences. Thus the subject, not the

clinician-investigator, must be reasonably indifferent between the

treatments offered in the trial.

Two features of the patient indifference perspective bear men-

tion. First, because only the subject can provide ethical justifica-

tion for trial participation, the argument rests entirely on valid

informed consent. Proponents have not considered this principle’s

implications for RCTs, such as trials involving young children or

occurring in emergency situations, in which autonomous consent

is not possible. Second, this view highlights the need to think

broadly about what endpoints we have in mind when we speak of

being indifferent between two treatments. Clinician-investigators

might be indifferent with respect to the trial’s ‘‘hard’’ endpoints—

mortality or major morbidity—but prospective trial participants

are likely to consider factors such as quality of life and practical

burdens as well.39 Mastectomy and local resection with radiation

may result in similar survival for most women with limited-stage

breast cancer, but many women will have strong preferences de-

pending on how they value such factors as disfigurement and the

possibility of local recurrence. Lilford and Jackson have shown

how one might model such tradeoffs to arrive at ‘‘effective’’

equipoise.27

Just as Freedman highlighted the role that lack of consensus

within the expert clinical community plays in legitimizing an RCT,

others have emphasized the importance of disagreement or in-

difference within the patient community.47 According to this po-

sition, for a trial to be ethical, the community that must be in

equipoise includes representatives of those who would be eligible

for the trial. As with clinicians, individual patients and commu-

nities of patients may have complementary roles in legitimizing

a trial.

A final group of authors argues that uncertainty, not equi-

poise, best articulates the ethical basis for RCTs.2,48–51 According

to Peto and Baigent,

A patient can be entered if, and only if, the responsible cli-

nician is substantially uncertain which of the trial treatments

would be most appropriate for that particular patient. A pa-

tient should not be entered if the responsible clinician or the

patient are for any medical or non-medical reasons reasonably

certain that one of the treatments that might be allocated

would be inappropriate for this particular individual (in

comparison with either no treatment or some other treatment

that could be offered to the patient in or outside the trial).49

At first blush, it is not entirely evident how this ‘‘uncertainty

principle’’ differs from some conceptions of equipoise. (Compare

it with Levine’s formulation above.) One important difference,

however, is that, against Freedman, advocates of the uncertainty

principle wish to place the moral onus back on the individual

physician and patient who must decide about trial participation,

rather than on the community of experts.52 Proponents of the

uncertainty principle also reject the ‘‘etymological connotation of

an equal balance between . . . the alternatives to be tested’’ in-

herent in the word equipoise.51 They insist instead that, for an RCT

to be ethical, the metaphorical ‘‘confidence intervals’’ around one’s

hunches of benefit must include the possibility of no effect or of

harm. This is a much less fragile conception than the individual

equipoise described by Fried.51 Nevertheless, the uncertainty

principle qualifies rather than radically revises the notion of

equipoise.

Reconciling Clinical and Scientific
Obligations in Randomized Trials

The justifications for RCTs reviewed above all invoke some ver-

sion of the indifference requirement. However, some authors

suggest that indifference may be neither necessary nor sufficient to

justify trials. These commentators offer frameworks that—either

alone or in combination with arguments from indifference—might

provide alternative ethical foundations for RCTs.

One defense of RCTs appeals to patients’ altruism to justify a

limited loss of benefit associated with the possibility of randomi-

zation to inferior therapy.53,54 In Meier’s words, ‘‘most of us would

be quite willing to forgo a modest expected gain in the general

interest of learning something of value.’’53 Like the patient indif-

ference approach, invoking altruism as a defense of trials rests

heavily on valid consent and raises problems for trials involving

those who lack capacity to consent.54 It is also amenable to em-

pirical investigation of participants’ reasons for enrolling in trials.55

A second justification appeals to the notion of social contract.

Gifford, in a promising account, explored such an approach to

Box 24.1
A Case Involving Different Conceptions of Equipoise

In 2004, clinicians at Boston Children’s Hospital discussed an

RCT involving assignment of critically ill children to groups that
would receive red blood cell transfusions at threshold hematocrits of

either 21% or 27%. Though the current local practice was to

transfuse at about 21%, no data existed to support this cutoff and

practices varied across institutions. On the basis of this broader
disagreement, a few clinicians argued for an ethical obligation to

support the trial in order to help resolve this important question.

Most, however, insisted that unless there was personal uncertainty,
or at least disagreement within the local group, it would not be

ethical to enroll patients. Thus three versions of the equipoise

position were in play in this debate: (1) clinical equipoise, as de-

scribed by Freedman; (2) equipoise within the local expert com-
munity; and (3) individual equipoise, as described by Fried.
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reconciling patients’ self-interests and right to personal care with

efforts to advance the common good. He suggested that ‘‘morality

and political institutions are conceptualized as . . . cooperative

ventures for mutual advantage, and each person can see that it is in

his interest to have such an institution.’’56 RCTs might be among

the institutions that invite justification in this way. Wikler took a

similar line, asking us to imagine a choice of ‘‘citizenship in one of

two societies. In the first, doctors always give their patients the

best care they can, whereas in the second, patients are sometimes

slighted in the interest of medical progress. The state of the art of

medicine, however, is more advanced in the second than in the

first.’’57 Many people, he argued, would choose citizenship in the

second society. Several authors have considered the broader but

related question, based in considerations of fair play and free

ridership, of whether persons have prima facie obligations to

participate in clinical research.58–61

A third option invokes the consequentialist notion that the

social benefits of trials outweigh their costs to individuals. For

example, Marquis reluctantly suggested that an ethics of con-

scription, defended on consequentialist grounds, might be nec-

essary to justify the conduct of these trials.62 Others have

discussed the broader role of consequentialism in the ethics of

medical research.50,63–65

Finally, in 2003 Franklin Miller and Howard Brody posed a

radical challenge to the central question underlying the equipoise

debate. They argued that concerns about equipoise derive from the

widely held but (they believe) incoherent ‘‘similarity position,’’

which holds that ‘‘the ethics of clinical trials rest on the same moral

considerations that underlie the ethics of clinical medicine.’’66 In

their view, this position contradicts the fundamental assumption of

research ethics, as articulated in the Belmont Report of the National

Commission for the Protection of Human Subjects of Biomedical

and Behavioral Research: ‘‘The ethics of clinical trials must start

with the realization that medical research and medical treatment

are two distinct forms of activity, governed by different ethical

principles’’67 (see Chapter 14). According to the Belmont Report,

clinical care involves activities ‘‘that are designed solely to enhance

the well being of an individual patient or client and that have a

reasonable expectation of success,’’ whereas research denotes ‘‘an

activity designed to test an hypothesis, permit conclusions to be

drawn, and thereby to develop or contribute to generalizable

knowledge.’’67 To suggest that equipoise can unite the ethical

conditions for these two activities represents a category mistake.

Rather than ask whether an RCT satisfies clinical equipoise,

Miller and Brody would assess it against principles appropriate to

the evaluation of research.7 The key question is not, as proponents

of clinical equipoise argue, how the interventions offered in a trial

compare with competent medical practice. Rather, investigators

and reviewers must ensure that the study does not exploit sub-

jects. This condition requires that the question is worth asking,

the methods are sufficient to answer the question at hand, the risk-

benefit ratio—integrating risks and benefits to individual partici-

pants with benefits to the community of future patients—is fa-

vorable, and subjects give valid informed consent. The most

important implication of this view is that, to estimate the risk-

benefit ratio of any study involving human subjects, one must

incorporate considerations of societal benefit.67,68 The confusion

at the heart of the various arguments from indifference lies in their

denial that this is as true for RCTs as it is for other research

designs.

Miller and Brody’s framework is particularly helpful for ana-

lyzing and justifying studies, such as certain placebo trials, that

offer some subjects less expectation of benefit than they might

receive under standard care. However, conceptual questions and

practical problems remain, and though the authors attempt to

address these, it is not clear how their proposal will play out in the

clinic.69 For example, can we realistically ask individuals to trade

the status of patient for that of subject when they enter a trial, or

must we articulate a coherent vision of them simultaneously as

patients and subjects? If patients, particularly those with serious

illnesses, come to physicians with expectations of receiving opti-

mum therapy, how will the explicit denial of therapeutic obliga-

tions affect subject recruitment and trust in research?70,71 On

what normative grounds do we proceed when studying persons

who cannot provide informed consent, such as children or pa-

tients involved in emergency exception research? Given these

considerations, Weijer and Paul Miller counter that the compo-

nents approach discussed above, which assesses research and

therapeutic elements of a trial according to different criteria, better

reflects the insights of the National Commission.72

Practical Responses to the Problem of Reconciling
Clinical and Scientific Obligations

As noted previously, various formulations of the indifference

requirement offer potential solutions both to the problem of per-

sonal care and to the concern that some patients might be ran-

domized to predictably inferior therapy. Conceptual debates focus

mainly on the deontological issues related to personal care, and

secondarily on the more consequentialist problem of assignment

to inferior therapy. In contrast, discussions about practical ways to

ameliorate these problems seek primarily to minimize the number

of subjects who receive inferior therapy.

A historically important suggestion for ensuring indifference

is to randomize beginning with the first person exposed to a

drug.73 This argument recognizes that preliminary, usually un-

controlled data available prior to the first RCT tend to disturb

indifference sufficiently to make subsequent studies ethically and

logistically challenging. Although theoretically plausible, in the

real world there are valid reasons that new therapies do not reach

the point of evaluation in an RCT until after they have been

evaluated (sometimes extensively) in early-phase research.74 By

this time, evidence for their efficacy already exists. Nor does this

suggestion resolve the practical problem caused by trends that

emerge during the course of the study. Knowledge of such trends

could lead to treatment preferences among clinician-investigators

and potential subjects that could threaten study completion.

The practical challenge posed by interim data has led to the

standard but controversial practice of withholding the information

from investigators, referring physicians, and enrolled and poten-

tial subjects.75 Veatch has written that withholding such infor-

mation may sometimes be acceptable when subjects are aware of

and consent to it in advance, but that ‘‘where the information

really is crucial such consent to ignorance will be morally unac-

ceptable.’’76 Levine held that it is acceptable to ‘‘ask the subject to

consent to . . . acceptance of the standards of proof agreed upon

within the community of professionals’’ regarding emerging effi-

cacy trends.1 Freedman suggested that clinical equipoise alleviates

the ethical difficulties caused by emerging trends, because until
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the evidence is sufficient to convince the expert clinical commu-

nity, clinical equipoise is maintained.36 He further argued that, if

clinical equipoise suffices to justify a trial, then withholding in-

terim data should be unnecessary. (The routine concealment of

such data suggests that, though investigators may endorse the

abstract notion of clinical equipoise, they are unwilling to bet their

own trials on it.) Finally, Lilford et al. argued against the with-

holding of interim results.75

In concert with the practice of withholding interim results,

data monitoring committees (DMCs)—also known as data safety

and monitoring boards (DSMBs)—are widely used to deal with

the problem of emerging trends50 (see Chapter 53). DMCs, which

should be independent of the sponsor and principal investigator,

review interim data regarding toxicity and efficacy. They are

charged with deciding when the accumulated evidence justifies

closing the trial. Ideally, the decision to close a trial respects

protocol-specified stopping guidelines that function to preserve

both the scientific validity and the ethical integrity of the trial.

DMCs may close trials early for several reasons, including poor

accrual or other logistical problems, unanticipated toxicity in one

or both arms, lack of an emerging difference between arms (fu-

tility), or unexpectedly strong evidence for a difference between

arms (efficacy). In the context of the present discussion, their

major role is to close a trial when the data are sufficient to answer

the research question. The possibility of stopping early minimizes

the number of subjects assigned to the less effective treatment,

while permitting the better therapy to be offered sooner and to

larger numbers of patients outside the trial. Decisions about early

stopping, which are the subject of considerable statistical dis-

cussion, are among the most ethically charged in all of clinical

research53,77–79 and will always generate controversy.80,81 In our

view, they require greater attention from the research ethics

community than they have heretofore received.

Decisions about when to stop an individual trial are obviously

connected to judgments about when to declare uncertainty re-

solved and a particular line of inquiry closed. This critical issue

has received only limited attention in the research ethics litera-

ture.82 Despite the concerns that they raise,1 it has been customary

to conduct confirmatory trials in many circumstances. Guidance

from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) states that

‘‘the usual requirement for more than one adequate and well-

controlled investigation reflects the need for independent substan-

tiation of experimental results. A single clinical experimental

finding of efficacy, unsupported by other independent evidence,

has not usually been considered adequate scientific support for a

conclusion of effectiveness.’’83 Parmar has described Bayesian

methods for making explicit decisions about when residual un-

certainty justifies confirmatory trials.84

A second strategy for minimizing the number of subjects ex-

posed to the inferior intervention involves unbalanced randomi-

zation, with a ratio favoring the preferred arm.85,86 A more

complicated approach has been called adaptive randomization, or

‘‘play-the-winner.’’86,87 In this design, subjects are initially assigned

to the experimental or standard treatment in a fixed ratio. However,

as the data begin to favor one treatment or the other, the allocation

ratio tilts toward the preferred arm.When there are large differences

between treatments and results are available in the short run, such a

design can be completed successfully.88,89 However, when differ-

ences are smaller or primary outcomes require long-term follow-up,

adaptive randomization may not be feasible.

Although unbalanced randomization and play-the-winner

strategies may reduce the number of subjects exposed to the in-

ferior intervention, this advantage may be more than offset by the

problem of justifying to those assigned to the nonpreferred arm

why it is ethical for them to be recruited into the trial. Adaptive

designs are also subject to methodological challenge, as changes in

participants’ prognostic profiles over the course of the trial (e.g.,

lesser severity of illness late in the trial) might lead to differences

between groups and confound the interpretation of treatment

effects.90

Yet another way to minimize suboptimal treatment for indi-

vidual participants, as implemented by Kadane in a cardiac an-

esthesia trial,91 involves Bayesian strategies for assigning study

participants to treatment arms. Before the start of the trial, a group

of experts made treatment recommendations for hypothetical

patients with various prognostic profiles. These predictions were

used to develop computer models that could provide treatment

recommendations for individuals meeting the trial’s eligibility

criteria. Data that emerged over the course of the trial were used

to update these models continually. If the experts’ (computer-

modeled) recommendations for a particular eligible patient unan-

imously favored one arm, the patient was assigned to that arm.

In contrast, if there was any disagreement among the recom-

mendations, clinical equipoise was said to exist and the patient

underwent random allocation. This method has the virtue of in-

dividualization and might reduce assignment of patients to pre-

dictably inferior therapy, but is labor intensive and has not found

widespread acceptance.

Two other proposals for reducing the tension between ex-

perimental validity and personal care merit consideration. First,

Peto et al.2 have advocated the use of ‘‘large simple trials,’’ rather

than the more typical and highly regimented ‘‘explanatory’’ de-

signs.92 Such trials are distinguished by their broad eligibility

criteria, reduced data collection requirements, and limited speci-

fication of treatments in the study beyond the particular inter-

vention under evaluation.49 From the point of view of reconciling

research and treatment imperatives, such trials have the virtue of

minimizing the experimental constraints and practical burdens

that protocols place upon patients and physicians. As a result, they

have many scientific advantages, including facilitating very large

sample sizes, decreasing complexity and cost, enhancing the

generalizability (external validity) of the study findings, and re-

ducing the gap between the efficacy as measured in controlled

settings and effectiveness as seen in ordinary practice.93–96 They

also reduce the gap between personal and protocol care. Thus, for

compelling ethical as well as scientific reasons, they merit serious

consideration.

Finally, Veatch76 and Silverman97 have advocated ‘‘semi-

randomized’’ or ‘‘comprehensive cohort’’ trials on both ethical and

methodological grounds. In such studies, patients are offered the

choice of Treatment A, Treatment B, or random assignment.

Analytically, the primary comparison involves only the random-

ized subjects. However, subjects who choose direct assignment to

Treatment A or Treatment B constitute useful observational co-

horts. In particular, outcomes within these groups can shed light

on whether the results of the primary comparison are generaliz-

able to the population of persons who would not accept ran-

domization (and who might differ in systematic ways from those

willing to be randomized). This approach offers randomization as

a genuine choice, reducing the need for physicians to choose
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between fidelity to patients as unique individuals and allegiance to

the experimental method. Although one might worry that few

patients offered participation in such a trial would accept random

assignment, such unwillingness might cast doubt on the ethical

justification for randomization in the first place. Several compre-

hensive cohort trials have been successfully conducted.98–100

Empirical Data

Though the relationship of normative to descriptive ethics is an

uneasy one, some questions about the ethics of RCTs lend them-

selves to empirical answers.

How often do RCTs comparing experimental with standard ther-

apies find the new treatment to be better? The observation that trials

favor the experimental treatment most of the time would suggest

the absence of systematic indifference within the institution of

clinical trials. Knowledge of the proportion of past trials favoring

the experimental treatment would also inform estimates of prior

probabilities associated with future trials.101 Most such studies

have not found strong advantages to experimental treatment.

Reviewing surgery and anesthesia trials, Gilbert et al. found rea-

sonable symmetry between studies favoring the experimental

treatment and those favoring the standard.60 Colditz et al. came to

similar conclusions in trials of medical therapies.102 Chlebowski

and Lillington observed that 16% of meeting abstracts describing

RCTs of adjuvant therapy for localized breast cancer and only 2%

of abstracts describing RCTs for metastatic breast cancer favored

experimental treatment.103 Machin et al. noted that 28% of pub-

lished RCTs for solid tumors from the British Medical Research

Council favored the experimental treatment.104 Djulbegovic et al.

reported that 44% of published RCTs for multiple myeloma fa-

vored the standard treatment, whereas 56% favored the innova-

tion.105 They also found that industry-sponsored and placebo-

controlled trials were more likely than other trials to favor the

innovation, raising concerns about systematic departure from in-

difference. Joffe et al. observed that 29% of adult cancer trials

sponsored by a publicly funded U.S. cooperative group favored

the experimental treatment, whereas only 3% favored the standard

treatment; on average, experimental treatment was associated with

a 20% improvement in anticancer efficacy when compared with

standard treatment.106 Finally, Soares et al. found no evidence that

trials sponsored by a radiation oncology cooperative group fa-

vored the experimental treatment.107

Do RCTs proceed despite compelling prior evidence that one

treatment is better? Lau et al. used cumulative meta-analysis to

evaluate the strength of evidence over time for or against 15 in-

terventions for myocardial infarction.108 For some interventions,

trials continued years after benefits had been shown with high

confidence. For example, 15 RCTs of intravenous streptokinase

(SK) were reported and 32,095 subjects enrolled after 1977, by

which time SK had been proven superior to control with Cumu-

lative P < 0.001. Similar results have been seen in other set-

tings.109,110 Such continuation of trials long after differences have

been convincingly shown is difficult to defend on scientific or

ethical grounds.

Do physicians have preferences for treatment arms, and do they

affect recruitment? Though surprisingly few data are available,

treatment preferences appear both to be common among physi-

cians and to reduce their willingness to enroll patients. For ex-

ample, Taylor et al. surveyed surgeons participating in a slow-

accruing trial comparing mastectomy with local excision for breast

cancer.111 About 20% believed that one or the other treatment was

inappropriate for patients. Other work has shown that many

physicians are uncomfortable with randomization, either because

of treatment preferences or because it seems to violate the norms

of the patient-doctor relationship.112,113 Alderson found that few

health-care professionals thought indifference was possible for

breast cancer trials.114 Cheng et al. described how prior beliefs led

investigators to reject an RCT of a promising new therapy for

melioidosis, a life-threatening infectious disease, despite consid-

erable uncertainty about the new therapy’s effectiveness.115 Fi-

nally, Clark et al. applied the term ‘‘ jumping-the-gun’’ to refer to

physicians’ tendencies to treat patients off-protocol with inter-

ventions that have not yet been proven in RCTs, a phenomenon

that probably reflects early loss of indifference among individual

physicians.116

Do patients have preferences for treatment arms, and do those

preferences affect their enrollment decisions? Few data characterize

preferences among patients considering or enrolled in RCTs.

Jenkins and Fallowfield asked approximately 200 cancer patients

considering participation in RCTs about their reasons for ac-

cepting or declining trial entry.55 Three-quarters of those inter-

viewed decided to participate in the RCT. Approximately 80% of

those who accepted the trial, versus 14% who declined, agreed

that ‘‘either treatment in the trial would be suitable,’’ suggest-

ing that treatment preferences explain at least some patients’ de-

cisions not to enter the trial. Jack et al. observed similar effects.117

A review of the literature on trial accrual concluded that ‘‘patient

preferences for one of the study treatments . . . appear to limit

their willingness to take part in randomized trials.’’118 Finally, in a

recent trial of a molecularly targeted agent for chronic myeloid

leukemia, 18% of those assigned to the standard arm—versus only

2% of those assigned to the experimental arm—either withdrew

consent or crossed over to the alternative treatment before meeting

the study endpoint, indicating both strong preferences and a

willingness to act on them.119

Beyond Equipoise: A Systematic Overview
of Ethical Issues in RCTs

Although notions of equipoise have dominated debates over the

ethics of RCTs, these trials raise many other challenging questions.

A comprehensive discussion is beyond the scope of this chapter.

Here, we attempt to identify issues of particular salience to RCTs,

locate them within a general framework for judging the ethics of

clinical research,7 and briefly review the relevant literature. Table

24.4 provides an overview.

Social or Scientific Value

In general, whether a research question is worth asking is inde-

pendent of the study design, and therefore the requirement for

social value has no special implications for RCTs. However, as

discussed above, new trials sometimes begin long after any

reasonable uncertainty about the preferred intervention is re-
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solved.108–110 The question of when to conduct a confirmatory

trial is controversial,1,84,120 and requires further normative ex-

ploration. The history of neonatal extracorporeal membrane ox-

ygenation (ECMO) provides an illustrative example (see Box

24.2). Finally, performing a trial in hopes of influencing slow-to-

change practice patterns, despite the fact that the study question

has previously been answered, is ethically problematic.120

Scientific Validity

The primary justification for randomization is its ability to mini-

mize bias compared with alternative allocation strategies. Few

deny that RCTs offer scientific benefits, but their exact magni-

tude is a matter of contention.121 Early reports suggested that

studies using historical or concurrent nonrandomized controls

overestimated benefits from experimental therapies, compared

with RCTs, primarily because controls in RCTs often had better

outcomes than controls in other designs.102,122,123 Recent meta-

analyses comparing randomized with nonrandomized studies,

however, offer a more complicated picture. Concato et al.124

and Benson and Hartz125 found that effects observed in well-

conducted nonrandomized controlled trials were similar to

those seen in RCTs. In contrast, Ioannidis et al. found that dis-

crepancies between randomized and nonrandomized trials were

common, even when the latter were restricted to prospective

comparisons.126 Thus, in our view, further empirical work is

needed to quantify the magnitude of the scientific benefits from

RCTs.

Even assuming substantial incremental validity, several prac-

tical problems threaten RCTs’ claim to methodological priority.

First, inadequate allocation concealment raises questions about

the assumption of baseline comparability.127,128 Furthermore,

Box 24.2
Trials of Neonatal ECMO

By the early 1980s, uncontrolled case series suggested that certain

critically ill neonates who were expected to die with conventional
treatment could survive if treated with extracorporeal membrane

oxygenation (ECMO), a complex, expensive, and risky new ther-

apy. A group of investigators began an RCT to compare outcomes

among infants treated with ECMO or conventional treatment.88

Because the investigators’ prior expectations strongly favored ECMO

(before initiating the trial, the investigators expected a 90% chance

of survival with ECMO and 10% chance of survival with conven-

tional treatment), they adopted several unusual design features
to ‘‘soften the ethical dilemma.’’88 First, they employed single-

consent prerandomization, whereby only parents of those infants

assigned to experimental treatment (ECMO) were asked for per-

mission to enroll their child.158 Second, they used adaptive rando-
mization (i.e., allocation probabilities increasingly favored the

treatment that had been more successful among prior subjects).87

When the study ended, 1 child had been assigned to conven-
tional treatment and died, whereas 11 children had been assigned

to ECMO and survived. This difference was statistically significant.

In 1986, investigators at Harvard initiated a second RCT of ECMO

versus conventional treatment.159 They justified another trial be-
cause ‘‘the disparity in group size [in the first RCT] provided little

concurrent experience concerning the relative efficacy of the two

therapies,’’ and because they were concerned that rapidly de-

creasing mortality rates with conventional treatment made using
historical controls problematic. This trial also used single-consent

prerandomization. In addition, it employed a different form of

adaptive randomization whereby all infants were randomized to ei-
ther ECMO or conventional treatment until there were four deaths in

one arm, after which all subsequent infants were directly assigned

to the favored treatment. In this trial, 6 out of 10 infants treated with

conventional treatment, versus 19 out of 20 infants treated with
ECMO, survived (p < 0.05).

Though ECMO subsequently entered standard practice in the

United States, it was not accepted in the United Kingdom at the

time. Thus U.K. physicians, dissatisfied with the methods employed
in the trials described above, initiated a conventional RCT in 1993.90

By the fifth interim analysis three years later, mortality was 54/92

(59%) in the conventional arm and 30/93 (32%) in the ECMO arm
(p ¼ 0.0005). Upon the recommendation of the DMC, the trial was

closed. The appropriateness of conducting this trial, giving the prior

evidence favoring ECMO, has been hotly debated.120

Table 24.4

Randomized Trials and the Criteria for Ethical Research

Criterion

Issues and Questions Relevant

to Randomized TrialsTCH

Social or scientific

value

Has the study question previously been

answered?
� Confirmatory trials
� Cumulative meta-analyses
� Objective of answering unresolved

questions versus changing clinical practice

Scientific validity How much incremental validity does the

RCT offer, compared with alternate designs?

What problems compromise the validity of

RCTs in practice?
� Subversion of randomization
� Underpowered trials
� Publication bias
� Concerns about generalizability

Fair selection of

participants

(No special problems related to

randomized designs)

Favorable

risk-benefit ratio

Do the study treatments satisfy the indifference

requirement?
� Loss of personal care
� Loss of expected utility for some

subjects

Is there a generic benefit (trial effect) from

RCT participation?

When should a study be stopped?

What should the control treatment be when

there is no standard of care?

Independent review (No special problems related to randomized

designs)

Informed consent Is informed consent always necessary?
� Randomized consent (Zelen) design
� Minimal-risk RCTs
� Emergency exception research

Respect for potential

and enrolled

participants

Is withholding of information from trial

participants acceptable?
� Study arm assignment (blinding)
� Interim results
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participants in some blinded trials may make informed guesses

about their treatment assignments, raising the possibility of un-

acknowledged postrandomization biases.129,130 Second, many

RCTs are underpowered, increasing the prevalence of false-

negative results.131 Third, evidence of publication bias (i.e., lower

publication rates among negative than among positive RCTs)

suggests that the literature systematically overstates the effective-

ness of new treatments.132–138 Fourth, participants in RCTs are

often unrepresentative of the populations to which inferences are

made, raising concerns that study results may not generalize to

nontrial practice.94,95,139–143 Fifth, despite RCTs’ methodological

rigor, bias may creep into authors’ qualitative conclusions.144

Finally, Wikler argues that the standard P value cutoff of 0.05

for declaring statistical significance is ‘‘not a medical or statistical

truth, but a clinician’s convention.’’57 It reflects a value-laden

tradeoff between expected risks and benefits for present subjects

and the degree of confidence desired before adopting new thera-

pies. Also, as noted previously, because the P value fails to take

into account the prior probability that the new treatment is su-

perior to the standard, it can encourage misleading conclusions

about the likelihood that an observed difference is a false posi-

tive.14,16 Various strategies to deal with the practical and infer-

ential problems of the P value, including relaxing the traditional

0.05 cutoff for rare diseases or low-risk=low-cost interventions
and using Bayesian or mixed frequentist-Bayesian analytic tech-

niques, have been proposed.13,14,16,145–147

Favorable Risk-Benefit Ratio

The Belmont Report enjoins us to consider risks and benefits to

study participants, together with societal benefits from the knowl-

edge gained, in evaluating the risk-benefit ratio of a particular

study.67 As Miller and Brody point out, the societal advantages of

rigorous research design strengthen the ethical argument for

RCTs, even when the indifference claim is weak.66 On the other

hand, RCTs open up the possibility that some participants may be

disadvantaged by assignment to a predictably inferior therapy.25

As we noted previously, the various conceptions of indifference in

part represent efforts to resolve this conundrum. DMCs and early

stopping rules are further efforts to walk the tightrope between

advantages to society and costs to present patients.

It is difficult to estimate how much benefit, if any, subjects

forgo by taking part in RCTs. Scant data indicate that experimental

therapies in RCTs offer at best a small advantage over standard

therapies.60,103–106 However, some claim the existence of a benefit

from trial participation itself,25,148–150 though one of us has

questioned the methodological basis for this conclusion.151 In any

case, the weight of evidence suggests that in most cases one sac-

rifices little or nothing in terms of disease outcome by agreeing to

participate in an RCT.

Recently, controversy has erupted over whether RCTs with

mortality or major morbidity endpoints must include standard-

care control arms.152–155 This debate, inspired by a trial involving

patients with acute respiratory distress syndrome (ARDS), raises

important questions of social value, scientific validity and risk-

benefit ratio156 (see Box 24.3).

In the ARDS trial, subjects were randomized to receive either

large or small tidal volumes delivered by a mechanical ventilator,

in which either option was judged at the start of the trial to be

within the range of acceptable care. This design presented at least

three questions at the interface of ethics and scientific method-

ology: (1) In the absence of a routine-care control arm (that is, a

third arm of the trial in which tidal volumes would have been

determined by the bedside clinicians), could the trial determine

whether either treatment under study was preferable to current

practice? (2) Were subjects randomized to either arm put at un-

necessary risk compared with routine care? (3) Did the absence of

a routine-care arm hinder the DMC’s ability to evaluate whether

participants were experiencing adverse outcomes using interim

data?152,157 Answering these questions is complex. Some have

argued, for example, that a routine-care arm would not have been

helpful in this trial, because routine care was not defined and was

known to vary across a wide spectrum of practice. This lack of

definition might have rendered any comparisons between the

experimental arms and the routine-care control arm uninter-

pretable. At a minimum, the debate highlights the critical question

Box 24.3
The ARDSNet Controversy

In 1996, the Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome Network

(ARDSNet) initiated a multicenter randomized trial comparing
mortality among critically ill patients treated with ‘‘traditional’’

high-volume mechanical ventilator breaths versus those treated

with low-volume breaths.156 At the start of the trial, practice varied

considerably across intensive care units, with some preferring lower-
volume and others higher-volume approaches. In addition, physi-

cians generally adjusted their approach to mechanical ventilation

based on the patient’s clinical state. There was no consensus about

the preferred ventilator strategy.
Against this background, trial participants were randomized to

receive either high-volume or low-volume mechanical ventilation,

with subsequent adjustments based on prespecified physiologic
criteria. The high-volume strategy reflected approximately the 80th

percentile of common practice, whereas the low-volume strategy

reflected approximately the 3rd percentile.153 About 860 subjects

enrolled. In 1999, upon the recommendation of the Data Mon-
itoring Committee (DMC), the trial closed early when convincing

evidence for reduced mortality in the lower-volume arm emerged.

In July 2002, two critical-care physicians and two statisticians

raised concerns about the trial, as well as about a second ARDSNet
trial that was under way, with the Office for Human Research Pro-

tections (OHRP), which has regulatory jurisdiction over most U.S.

human subjects research.153 They argued that the absence of a
routine-care control arm (either individualized ventilator manage-

ment or volumes reflecting approximately the median in routine

practice) potentially put subjects at increased risk. The additional

risk could derive from the assignment of some participants to an
inappropriate ‘‘control’’ arm, or from the inability of the DMC to

monitor directly whether the participants in the two arms were

experiencing poorer outcomes than they would have if they had

received routine care. In response to this and other complaints,
OHRP launched an investigation of the completed trial and re-

quested that a second ARDSNet trial raising similar issues be sus-

pended. Though ultimately it exonerated both trials and permitted

the second trial to proceed, OHRP called for further debate about
whether trials should be required on ethical grounds to include a

routine-care control arm.157
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of what role research ethics should play with regard to consider-

ations of scientific design.155

Informed Consent

In general, informed consent to RCTs does not raise qualitatively

different concerns from consent to other forms of intervention

research. As with other designs, consent to RCTs is viewed by

most as central to individuals’ acceptance of the role of subject in

addition to (or instead of) that of patient. However, several issues

specific to RCTs have arisen.

Discomfort among physician-investigators with the mandate

to obtain written informed consent has contributed to recruitment

problems and even threatened the completion of some trials.111

One response to this problem, advocated by Zelen, is to ran-

domize eligible patients before requesting consent.158 Investi-

gators could then request consent only from those assigned to the

experimental arm (single-consent design), or from those assigned

to both arms (double-consent design). In either case, the trial

would be analyzed on the basis of initial group assignment rather

than treatment received (i.e., intent to treat). The single-consent

approach, which withholds material information from some

subjects, was deemed unethical by the U.S. National Institutes of

Health when used in the Harvard Neonatal ECMO Trial.89,159 The

double-consent strategy is more palatable, though it too has been

challenged on both ethical and methodological grounds. For ex-

ample, Ellenberg160 and Altman et al.161 have argued that because

of subject refusal and the need for intention-to-treat analyses,

prerandomized trials may underestimate treatment effects and

have reduced power when compared with conventional RCTs.

Prerandomization is also inapplicable to blinded trials. Further-

more, it is possible that unbalanced presentations by investiga-

tors162 (i.e., emphasizing benefits to those assigned to

experimental therapy and uncertainty or risks to those assigned to

standard therapy) or investigators’ glossing over the difficult issue

of randomization itself might lead subjects to consent who would

have refused under the conventional design. On the basis of these

arguments, Marquis has condemned prerandomization as ‘‘either

unnecessary or unethical.’’163

Truog et al. have argued that informed consent to RCT

participation may be ethically optional under limited circum-

stances, including (1) availability of all treatments outside the trial

without the requirement for consent, (2) minimal incremen-

tal risk, (3) ‘‘genuine clinical equipoise,’’ and (4) no basis for

treatment preference among reasonable persons.164 Middle-

ground alternatives, such as opt-out consent designs,165 are also

available.

Trialists, ethicists, and regulators have recognized the impos-

sibility of obtaining informed consent or proxy permission in

some emergency trials, such as those for cardiac arrest166 (see

Chapter 27). In the United States, regulators have waived the

requirement for informed consent to such trials if certain stipula-

tions, including advance community consultation and notification,

are met.167 This emergency exception, although controversial,

suggests that informed consent is not seen as ethically mandatory

for all RCTs.

Empirical data on participants’ or proxies’ understanding of

randomization are conflicting.25 Several studies demonstrate

problems with recognition of the method of treatment allocation

or the underlying rationale for its use.168–174 Other studies,

however, paint a less pessimistic picture.175–178

Respect for Potential and Enrolled Participants

Emanuel et al. suggest that respect for subjects includes permitting

withdrawal, protecting privacy, informing subjects of newly dis-

covered risks or benefits, sharing results, and maintaining subject

welfare.7 For the most part, respect for subjects in RCTs raises no

unique issues. One major difference, however, is that withholding

information about treatment assignment and interim results is

more common in RCTs than in other study designs.

Despite the fact that blinding challenges obligations of per-

sonal care as much as randomization (indeed, its methodological

rationale is in part to preclude personal care),179 it has received far

less attention in the ethics literature. Clinicians who take part in

blinded trials cannot easily make individualized dose adjustments,

have difficulty interpreting adverse events, and may struggle with

drug interactions. Although well-designed protocols will help

investigators minimize risks to subjects as they navigate most

situations, unanticipated circumstances can arise. Most commen-

tators accept blinding if prospective subjects are aware of and

agree to the fact that neither they nor the investigator will know

their treatment assignment.1,180 Nevertheless, this reliance on

consent raises problems for pediatric and other research that relies

on proxy permission. In such trials, blinding (a clearly nonther-

apeutic procedure) might be ethically justified if it was both sci-

entifically necessary and involved at most a minor increment over

minimal risk.37,181

Finally, respect for subjects would ordinarily include access to

interim findings. The common practice of withholding interim

results in RCTs further impairs personal care and increases the

likelihood that subjects will receive a less effective treatment de-

spite mounting evidence for its inferiority. At the same time, it may

be practically necessary for trials to reach completion. As dis-

cussed above, withholding results is usually justified by reference

to subjects’ prior consent.1,76,180 Some commentators, however,

argue that such ‘‘consent’’ to ignorance is invalid, at least in certain

circumstances, and that trial results should be freely available.75,76

As with blinding, an alternate defense of the practice of with-

holding interim results might invoke methodological necessity

and limited incremental risk.37,181

Study Design and Policy Implications

The appropriate methodological and policy response to the de-

bates over RCTs depends largely on whether one agrees with

Freedman and his followers that clinical equipoise succeeds in

reconciling perfectly clinicians’ obligations to help advance med-

ical science and to care for individual patients. The main practical

effect of adopting this position is to prohibit trials, especially in-

volving placebo controls, in which equipoise does not obtain.10–12

If, however, one believes as we do that RCTs (along with virtually

all clinical research) may require accommodation between clinical

and scientific commitments, the policy implications are more

profound. At the extreme, viewing obligations to patients as ab-

solute may require abandoning RCTs entirely.23 Less radically,
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one can seek to reduce inconsistencies between the clinical and

scientific objectives of providing care within RCTs and to justify

any compromises that remain. Several design and policy options

merit consideration.

1. Allocating treatments in ways that minimize losses to current

patients: Adaptive randomization and Bayesian allocation tech-

niques might enhance expected utility for prospective subjects.

Nevertheless, they do not entirely negate the charge that RCTs may

require sacrificing the interests of some patients in pursuit of

medical progress.28,57

2. Expanding the range of choices available to patients: When

experimental treatments are available outside trials, patients could

be offered the choice of randomization or direct assignment to

standard or experimental therapy.76 This would diminish con-

cerns that the withholding of patients’ (or their physicians’) pre-

ferred treatment compels enrollment in RCTs. However, few data

indicate whether participation in the primary analytic (i.e., ran-

domized) groups would be sufficient to make this design feasible

in practice.

3. Conducting pragmatic trials: In some circumstances, prag-

matic trials, including large simple trials, may help reconcile

the competing aims of RCTs without compromising scientific

rigor.2,49,93,182 In such trials, deviations from standard care are

kept to the minimum necessary for experimental validity. In ad-

dition to the ethical advantages, proponents make scientific (en-

hanced generalizability) and logistical (lower cost, easier

recruitment) arguments for such trials. Taken together, they form

a compelling case for conducting a pragmatic trial when it can

successfully answer the study question.

4. Exploring Bayesian analytic techniques: The implications of

Bayesian statistical analysis for ethical conceptions of RCTs have

received little attention. On the one hand, they might result in

continuing trials beyond their stopping point under the frequen-

tist paradigm, thus straining the indifference requirement past the

point required by the P¼ 0.05 convention.14,16 At the same time,

by reminding us that both patients and physicians generally hold

prior probabilities, Bayesian approaches could force greater em-

phasis on disclosure of preferences and on patient choice than is

currently the norm.43

5. Maximizing the return on investment from every RCT: If the

pursuit of scientific rigor through RCTs involves some concessions

by present patients, then practical problems that compromise the

quality of the information gained are especially troubling. Re-

garding publication bias, for example, one response envisions

mandatory prospective registration of every RCT in a publicly

accessible database.183–184 Efforts to ensure that trials are ade-

quately powered and to assess their generalizability to the popu-

lations of interest are also warranted.

6. Weighing alternate designs: Fried argued that proponents of

RCTs wrongly characterize their advantages over other designs as

‘‘a gulf as sharp as that between the kosher and the non-kosher.’’22

Nonrandomized concurrent controls, historical controls, or con-

tinuous quality improvement may occasionally offer feasible

alternatives when RCTs prove ethically or practically unten-

able.28,89,115,185 Shatz has written that ‘‘researchers ought to uti-

lize alternative designs when they seem scientifically appropriate,

and perhaps even when loss of scientific accuracy—which trans-

lates into possible losses for future patients—can be justified by

reference to the interests of present patients.’’24 At the same time,

recent trials of high-dose chemotherapy for metastatic breast

cancer186 and of hormone replacement therapy for postmeno-

pausal women187 illustrate the dangers of relying on nonrandom-

ized evidence. In our view, to avoid RCT orthodoxy investigators

should consider alternative designs in each controversial case and

provide specific justification for the decision to proceed with a

randomized design.

Unresolved Ethical Issues
and Data Requirements

Our review of the literature demonstrates four major areas that

require additional data or greater conceptual clarity.

First, limited empirical evidence about the methodological or

practical consequences of alternative designs exists. For example,

how would comprehensive cohort designs affect trial enrollment

and interpretation? How often do the restrictive eligibility criteria

and tightly controlled conditions of many RCTs lead to answers

that are internally valid but poorly generalizable to the population

of interest?189 How much bias is introduced by using concurrent

but nonrandomized controls together with statistical adjustment

techniques?124,125 Answers to these questions are crucially im-

portant to informed policy decisions about clinical research.

Second, the views of prospective participants about the tradeoffs

inherent in RCTs are poorly understood. For example, we know

little about how individuals who enroll in trials view their status

as both patient and subject, how often they have preferences for

standard or experimental therapy, what reasons they hold for ac-

cepting randomization, or how they view the relationship between

their own medical care and contributing to medical progress.

Third, the choices we make when defining the boundaries of

uncertainty require explicit justification in full view of their con-

sequences for patients and subjects.82 Because they attempt to

estimate treatment effects and their attendant uncertainties di-

rectly, Bayesian methods may prove especially fruitful here.16

Finally, despite the extensive debates over the past half-

century, there is as yet no agreement on the fundamental justifi-

cation for or appropriate use of randomized trials. Thus there is an

overarching need for conversation among patients, methodolo-

gists, clinicians, and ethicists about the moral basis of RCTs. Ex-

isting writings, although rich and professionally diverse, do not

always demonstrate the kind of interdisciplinarity or empirical

grounding required to advance the debate. Because randomization

largely highlights rather than fundamentally alters the dilemmas

that are integral to most intervention studies, such conversation

should transcend the narrow context of RCTs and aspire to ar-

ticulate a solid ethical foundation for all clinical research.
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